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Seven departments replace H-SS 
ByHERALEEN 
SPRENGER 
After a unanimous vote of 
approval at the November 
Board of Curators' meeting, 
seven new departments will 
replace the present S(' . aI 
science and humanities 
departments of the UMR 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
The new departments, 
which will become official 
July 1, 1983, include 
economics, English, history, 
philosophy, psychology, life 
sciences and applied arts 
and cultural studies. The last 
of these will be comprised of 
music/art/theater, foreign 
languages, sociology / an-
thropology and speech and 
media studies. 
UMR presented the 
proposal. " It was a 
Power plant to burn Mo. coal, 
cooperative venture by all of 
the faculty. The matter had 
been of concern to the 
faculty involved for a long 
period of time," said Dr. 
Marvin Barker, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
"Immediately. a student will 
not recognize any difference. 
Things will be functioning as 
they have," he explained. 
"We're just changing ad-
ministrative titles and 
making clear the channels of 
communication. " 
Currently the social 
sciences and humanities 
departments have chairmen 
with the component sections 
of each being administered 
by a section head. 
"They did not behave as 
true departments. English 
was interested in English. 
Foreign language was in-
Additions_near completion 
By DA VE DONOVAN 
If you travel along State 
Street at all, you've probably 
noticed that the additions to 
the power plant are nearly 
finished. Only a few finishing 
touches remain before 
testing _begins. Some of the 
new components are already 
in use. 
The improvements were 
proposed in the mid-1970s," 
and were approved by the 
state Legislature in 1978. 
The intended purpose of 
the expansion was to add to 
and modernize the power 
plant faCilities. The director 
of UMR's physical plant, 
Bob Marlow, says that it is a 
Additions to physical plan on 12th Street. 
New proposal calls for 
by-product of the design 
which allows for coal mined 
in Missouri to be burned 
instead of the more ex-
pensivE' 1llinois coal. 
Marlow says that the plant 
can now burn Missouri's 
higher sulfur percentage 
coal and still conform to 
Missouri's clean air stan-




dards. The facilities which 
make this possible are a 
new, SO,OOO-pound-per-hour 
boiler which can burn not 
only coal, but also wood 
chips, a baghouse filter for 
that boiler, and a cyclone 
separator filter for the two 
boilers presently in 
operation.' 
Marlow says that the coal 
produced in Illinois' has a 2 
percent sulfur content. 
Missouri's coal is higher in 
sulfur, so by burning a 
mixture of two parts wood 
chips to one part coal (about 
5O-SO in energy yield), the 
plant can produce as much 
energy with an equivalent 
sulfur emission as before. 
Most of the structures seen 
from State Street are 
transport mechanisms. The 
slanted "chute" on tqe south 
side of the plant is the coal 
conveyor, and is already in 
us.e. Coal is dumped in a 
mound on the "hopper" grill, 




$1.50,000 in increased aid 
By GREG RINKER 
Here is the latest on the 
Proposed supplemental fee 
for engineering courses. The 
matter was not discussed at 
the November meeting of the 
Board of Curators as had 
been expected. It seems 
University of Missouri 
PreSident James Olsen 
decided to hold meetings 
with engineering alumni and 
industry support groups to 
see what can be done to help 
those ' students needing 
additional financial aid due 
to the proposea fee increase. 
The proposal as it now 
stands is a $10 per credit 
hour supplemental fee. This 
would apply to courses in the 
School of Mines and 
Metallurgy, excepting 
geology and geophysics, and 
in the Schools of Engineering 
at both UMR and UMC 
(including Kansas City and 
St. Louis engineering ex-
-.. ~.~ ..... .' 
tension programs). The loans and fellowships for 
other professional schools engineering students by 
(medicine, dentistry, $1SO,000. However, ' this 
veterinary medicine, law proposal depends on alumni 
and pharmacy) already and industry donations and 
have supplemental fees. The is by no means certain. 
difference now being that the According . to Chancellor 
proposed fees would Chiefly Marchello the student aid 
affect undergraduate and supplemental fee issues 
students. may be decided at the 
There is another proposal December Board of 
being . formulated by the Curators' meeting, or the 
administration. It calls for first meeting next year in 
increasing availablll student ,February. 
... JII. ':#~.:~...: : ,~ ... >~ .... : ... ," ..... .f". "' ... ~ .. 
terested in foreign language, 
and so on. The sections were 
large enough to justify 
departmental status on their 
own," said Dr. Barker. The 
only exceptions were those 
lumped into the new applied 
arts and cultural studies 
department. They were .not 
separated since none of them 
offer majors. 
Over the past five years, 
the average number of 
majors in the various sec-
tions have been: economics, 
67.0; English, 26.2; history, 
26.0; philosophy, 1.4; 
psycholClgy, 62.25, and life 
sciences, 48.2. 
The new depart-
mentalization will not add 
expense to anyone's budget. 
" It's a trade off, and it 
doesn't cost a dime more," 
said Dr. Barker. "In fact, if 
it did, it would never have 
gotten through." There will 
be no extra cost since the 
new chairmen will be on 
nine-month appointments 
instead of 12-month ap-
pointments as in other 
departments. The depart-
ment heads will be per-
forming the responsibilities 
the section heads now per-
form. 
In fact, Dr. Barker 
claimed that the decision 
just "externalizes what was 
already internalized. We're 
just announcing to the world, 
'Hey, this is what we've been 
doing all along.' " 
J 
Miner of the Month 
SUBMITTED BY 
BLUE KEY 
Ken Donnelly, of the 
MISSOURI MINER, has 
been chosen as the Blue Key 
Miner-of-the-Month for 
October. 
As sports editor of the 
MINER, Ken was respon-
sible for increasing the 
sports coverage, which had 
been one to three pages last 
year, to four to seven pages 
this year. This was done by 
the creation of new columns, 
such as "Around the MIAA," 
coverage of club sports, 
rugby and water polo, along 
with an increase in photos 
~ Jllld covel;age of the In-
. ... ~ .,. ,. 
ternational Soccer League. 
Besides the MINER, Ken 
was involved in several 
other organizations this 
semester. He was vice 
president of N.S.P.E. , vice 
president of A.A.C.E., 
secretary of Theta Tau 
Omega and a member of 
both Pi Kappa Alpha and the 
Student Union Board. He is 
also the present editor-in-
chief of the MINER for the 
rest of the faIl semester. 
Ken's name will join 
others on a plaque in the 
Student Union and will ap-
pear on banners on campus 
bulletin boards. 
Congratulatjons Scooter! 
.. .. ' 
"...- .h_ .. ~---
:,.......--'j 
~~~[!)A~ CD[r ~w~m~~ 
~ 
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a 
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in 
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and 
we will list it in the Activities Section of the 
paper. No articles submitted will be printed 
unless written in complete sentences with proper 
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be 
rewritten and published by the staff for the 
Activities Section. 
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-
wide event for the benefit of charity, get us 
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will ad-
vertise the event free of charge in this space. 
The MINER reserves the right to edit any 
notices or ads for this page before publication. 
1]OOCU(!4~[DAV 
UMR FILM SERIES 
"One, Two, Three," with James Cagney, 7:30 p.m ., Miles 
Auditorium, Mechanical Engineering Building. Season ticket or $2.50 
at the door. 
MSM 
The MSM Climbing Club will not hold a meeting this week. Anyone 
who ordered guidebooks or T-shirts should pick them up before the 
end of the semester, from Gary Denise at 341-3961. 
WOMEN'SCHOICES . 
A presentation entitled "Women's Choices Across the Lifespan" 
will be held at 7 p.m ., Dec. 9, in the Ozark Room of the University 
Center-East. Dr. Dee Haemmerlie will lead a discussion on how to 
decide what choices, at what time in your lifespan are right for you. 
Among the topics to be discussed will be career, marriage, children 
and leadership. This presentation will be brought to you by the 
Women's Council of UMR. 
MINER OF THE MONTH 
Blue Key " Miner (If the Month" applications for November-, 
December are due Jan. 25, and should be returned to the Candy 
Counter in the Student Union. Come on UMR, help us to recognize 
someone who has done organizational work above and beyond the call 
of duty. 
Schork speaks at com.mencement 
SOURCE: OPI 
John E. Schork, chairman 
of the board and chief 
executive officer of 
Research-Cottrell Inc. , 
Somerville, N.J. , will deliver 
the address at UMR's winter 
commencement Sunday, 
Dec. 19. He also will be 
awarded the doctor of 
engineering degree (bonoris 
causa). 
bachelor of science degree in 
metallurgical engineering 
from UMR in 1947. He also 
completed the advanced 
management program at the 
Harvard University 
Graduate Business School in 
1962. 
Schork worked with 
Commencement will begin 
at 2 p.m. in the Gale Bullman 
Multi-Purpose Building on 
campus. 
Schork earned the 
several metals refining 
finns before joining 
Research-Cottrell Inc. (an 
environmental control 
company ) in 1956 as an 
engineer. He was named 
assistant to the president in 
1960 and director of 
Missouri Miner 
The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the 
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is 
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri . The Missouri Miner 
features activities of the student and faculty of UMR. 
Editor-in-Chief Ken Donnelly 3644190 
, Business Manager Cindy Farina 341-2245 
i'- Advertising Director Laura Pagano 364-8110 
Gary Dusheke, Steve Frick, 
Kirk Lawson 




Robin Tho mpson, Larry 
Beck 
Karen Penney 
Dave Donovan, Heraleen 
Sprenger, Jennifer Barton , 




Pat Van Ryckeghem, 
Lisa Baganoff, Heidi 
Fluegel, 'Barb Thomas, 
Janet Jansen, Bart Bennet. 
Sports Editor 
Photo Editor 
Steve Penberthy, Mike 




Don Anselm, Scott White, 
Nancy Reiter, Mike S imms 
Tim Farrell 
Mark Vollmer. 
Nancy. Winkler, Tracy 
Gerhold. Rick Bennett. 
Bruce West Rich Bee 
John Macke, Joe Deters 
I ~ ~ 
::, I 
Distribution 
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a 
rate of $7 per semester. Articles and photos for 
publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00 p ,m. on 
Monday before distribution on Thursday. 
THE MIS'SOURI MINER 
- 303 Rolla Buildin.£! 
University of Missouri·Rolia 
Rolla. MO 65401 
3414312 
manufacturing later that 
year. He was elected 
president and director of the 
company in 1964 and to the 
additional post of chairman 
of the board in 1968. He 
relinquished the presidency 
in 1977 and now serves as 
chairman of the board and 
chief executive officer of the 
- - ---. 
company. 
He is a member of the 
American Society of Mining, 
Metallurgical and 
Petroleum Engineers ; 
American Management 
Association; Air Pollution 
Control Association; 
Engineers Club of New 
York, and the National In-





This year's UMR-United 
Fund drive is over, with 
more money collected than 
ever before. A total of 
$16,916,51 was collected, 
compared to $16,000 last 
year. One hundred percent 
participation, meaning 
every single person gave, 
was given by the faculty or 
staff of the department of 
military science, the office 
of the dean of arts and 
see United Fund 
page3 
o,rfl:l THE lEST fROM HOLL 'WOOD! 
~_:'.\~}.~,11~1~~':. 
EVENINGS 7 & 9 
_IJ ilit 114'4 ~. Discount Matinee 
TELEPHONE 36 4 - 1857 Sun. 2 p .m. 
MY FAVORITEOYEAR ~ 
SPECIAL PROGRAM ~~ITt~~~:m~~ Separate Admission 
At 7 p .m . only "First Blood" R 
At 9 p .m . and Sun . Matinee at 2 p.m_ 
Cheech and Chong 
"Things Are Tough All Over". 
• •••••••••••••• ADULT OWL SHOW FRI. & SAT_ 
11 p_m.-All Seats $3.50 
No one under 18 admitted 
CAPS AND GOWNS U 
Candidates for bachelor's and master's -degrees who plan to atteod 
commencement : Caps and gowns (and hoods for MS candidates) cau 
be paid for and picked up at the Bookstore approximately 10 days 
prior to graduation. The cap, gown and hood are to be retained by You 
after graduation. 
"Liberty :fa means responsibility. 
ThatS why most men 
dread it.
M r~ It~il 
-George Bernard Shaw U · ,X(. 
IlKH1Li l' 
Next ~ It', up to 
you. Only you can 
decld •. Find out how 
euy. Is to begin our 
college pI.n. choeen by 
more Mnion than any 










~ ________ ~~ ______ ... ,AlfaIrsMei 
We now delwer \1Ie aWl 
'JlliaID B Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights. ~jslaII1PI 
Giant Pitza 1/2 Price 
With purchase of a pitcher 
of soft drink or beer. 
Mon.-Thurs. 9-10 p.m. 
No corry outs I 
nm's ' 
Hwy.63&OlIve IIMmes 
Phone 364-8661 -pJ'zza 
Santa Claus 
will be on campus 
...in the breezeway outside the 
University Center West on Dec. 
10 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to give 
away popcorn and candy. This is 








everyone a Very Merry Christmas 19 
and Happy New Year (good luck 
on finals, too)! ~========:-IACl 
Plantoat~ 
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UMRprof. receives $5,000 award 
COLUMBIA, Mo. - Five 
University of Missouri 
humanities professors have 
Humanities Seminar were 
authorized by UM President 
James C. Olson. 
French New Rhetoric." 
- Foley, a folklorist, will 
author a book entitled 
" Comparative Oral 
Literature" concerning the 
structure and meaning of 
Board of curators creates _ 
oral epic poetry. 
- Knight 's project in-
volves work on a book, " Law 
been selected recipients of The five award recipients 
$5,000 one-year Weldon were selected from among 
Spring Humanities Seminar eight applicants. Com-
awards according to UMR mittees on each university 
Vice President for AcademiC campus proposed the a)r 
Affairs Mel George. plicants, and an eight-
Two new departtnen·ts 
. The award winners are: member intercampus engineering and the SOURCE:OPI Mines and Metallurgy. 
William B. Ashworth Jr. , committee recommended The University of Missouri establishment of separate 
assistant professor of history the five finalists to George. Board of Curators has a)r departments of 
on the Kansas City campus; Dr. Howard T. Manching, proved changes in depart- metallurgical engineering 
in Renaissance Authors, " 
examining the classical and 
medieval roots of the con-
cepts of law and equity as 
recorded in British drama. 
- Voights plans to accept 
an invitation to write a 
chapter in a book aimed at 
specialists on the topic, "The 
Scientific and Medical 
Manuscripts of 15th Century 
England." 
Roland A. Champagne, associate professor of mentalization in the School and nuclear engineering in 
associate professor of Spanish at UMC and project of Mines and Metallurgy at its place. United Fund 
French on the St. Louis coordinator for the UMR effective July I , 1983. 
The department chairmen 
are Dr. Weart of the 
metallurgical engineering 
dep¥tment . and Dr. 
Tsoulfanidis of the nuclear 
engineering department. 
campus ; John Miles Foley, humanities seminar, said There will be no net in- "The nuclear engineering from page 2 
associate professor of the awards bring much- creased administrative costs program has been operating The UMR nuclear 
English on the Columbia deserved . recognition to associated with this essentially as a separate unit engineering program was sciences, and the quad 
campus; W. Nicholas humanities scholars at for a number of years, and established in 1957 under the custodial staff. Other groups / departmental change. d KnIght, professor of English UMR. has grown to a size where administration of the then- may h~ve ha 100 percent 
011 the UMR campus, and The five humanities In UMR's School of Mines departmentalization is metallurgical engineering - participation. 
Linda E. Voigts, associate seminar winners will use and Metallurgy, the board appropriate and necessary department. UMR currently The winning student 
professor of English on the their $5,000 awards in approved the discontinuance to its continued develo)r offers the B.S., M.S. -and organization was Pi Kappa 
Kansas City campus. " radically different ways, " of the department of ment," said Don L. Warner, Ph.D. degrees in nuclear Alpha, which gave a total of 
The humanities seminar is he said. metallurgical and nuclear dean of UMR's School of engineering. $816.65. The members were 
one of five intercampus -Ashworth intends to New book presented with a traveling 
projects funded with $116,640 finish a book, " Allergorical trophy for their efforts. 
as part. of this year's Weldon Images of the Scientific Establ.-sh.-ng Cred.-t 101 Other organizations that Spring research award Revolution," a study of the partiCipated were the UMR 
program. The program is frontispieces and emblems Photo Club and Panhellenic 
made possible by investment used in 17th century science Many students think that ception, ESTABLISHING writing American Express Council. 
income on proceeds from the books. any credit history - let CREDIT WI , a booklet that Co., Graduating Student The electronic pinball 
1979 sale of UM's Weldon ~Champagne expects to alone a good one - is im' presents clearly and simply Program, 25th Floor, 125 machine collected $203.25 
Spring property. complete a book deating with possible to achieve while the many ways in which a Broad St. , American Ex- and the drop cans collected 
Matching university funds current avant-garde theories they are still in school. To credit rating can be gained, press Plaza, New York, NY $16. A word of thanks to all 




The 1983-84 ACT forms are 
available! 
The 1983-84 ACT forms for 
financial aid consideration 
will be available in the hall 
outside the Student Finan-
cial Aid Office on Dec. 10, 
1982. 
This form must be com-
pleted for a student to be 
eligible for need-based 
financial aid for the 1983-84 
academic year. 
Completion of the UMR 
Financial Aid Application is 





Work registration for the 
sPring 1983 work period be-
gan Nov. 29, 1982, ·and last 
, until the end of the semester. 
This Is a must for all co-op 
students working during the 
SPring semester! This 
registration will be held in 
the co-op office, 101 Buehler 
Building. 
Please remember that it is 
imperative that you stop by 
the co-op office for the 
purpose of completing your 
co-op work registration. The 
co-op student work 
registration fee for work 
periods is $42.50. If this is not 
paid by Jan. 27, 1983, there 
will be a late charge of 
$42.50. This will bring the 
total fee to $85. So please 





Students who were 
awarded a Pell Grant for the 
1982-83 academic year are 
scheduled to receive an 
increase in their Pell Grant. 
This increase comes as a 
result of an additional 
allocation to this program by 
the federal government. 
The increase for fall '82 
will be available in the 
Cashier's Office on Dec. 15, 
1982. The spring '83 Pell 
Grant check will include the 
increase for that semester 
and will be avallable during 
the first week of classes in 
January at the Cashier's 
Office. 
To determine if you are 
eligible to receive this in-
crease in your Pell Grant, a 
listing of students by student 
number was posted outside 
of the Cashier's Office on 





The Army ROTC rifle 
team at UMR is sponsoring a 
Christmas Turkey Shoot 
through Friday, Dec. 10, at 
the Rifle Range in Building 
T-2 on campus. Competition 
will be held from noon-6 p.m. 
each day. . 
The public is invited to 
participate in the shoot, and 
there will be men's and 
women 's·divisions. The first-
place winner in each division 
will be awarded a turkey. 
The price of an entry is 25 
cents (three shots) , and 
partiCipants may enter as 
many times as they wish. 
The UMR department of . 
military science will supply 
rifles. 
ENG INE'ERING . SPACE OPERATIONS· RESEARCH· DESIGN 
COMPUTER SCIENCE & 
FLYIN'GI I 
FOR MORE INFORMATION--
Visit us at 
University Center East 
December 9th, lOth & 13th 
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. or 
Bldg. T-7 at your convenience 
HOTC 
Gateway to a great way at life . 
~ <1> .............. ........... - .... " ...... A. .. _ ... I>.. ... -. "- ...... ~' .......... -_ ..... · ~ · o · . · ... ·. 4'4'·" ......... ... 
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Collegium Musicum acquires violas da gamba, 
Madrigal Dinner progral7J offered 
SOURCE:OPI 
With the acquisition, this 
fall, of two tenor and one 
bass violas da gamba (six· 
stringed bowed instrument 
of the 16th and 17th cen-
turies), UMR now has in-
struments representing all 
of the major families of 
instruments available to the 
Renaissance musician. In 
addition, .these instruments 
including the most 
popular of all, the human 
voice - are assigned to sub-
divisiOns or consorts ac-
cording to common usage 
and social status as it was in 
16th century court SOCiety. 
Joel Kramme, assistant 
professor of music at UMR, 
says that the campus now 




zee-koom) , is the 17th cen-
tury name for musical 
associations formed by 
amateurs for the per-
formance of serious music. 
"These days," Kramme 
says, " the term is applied to 
such associations connected 
with a university . and 
devoted to the cultivation of 
early music, usually that 
originating from the 
Medieval, Renaissance, or 
Baroque periods, covering a 
span of approximately 500 
years from 1250 to 1750. 
" Perhaps the most famous 
collegium," Kramme 
continues, "was that foun-
ded at the University of 
Leipzig which flourished 
under the direction of 
Johann Kahnau, Johann 
Sebastian Bach and Georg 
Philipp Telemann. Collegia 
were established in 
American as early as 1744 by 
the Moravians in Bethlehem, 
Pa., Salem, N.C., and 
elsewhere. 
credited to Arnold 
Dolmetsch, an English 
music antiquarian who 
began to reconstruct 
historical instruments after 
learning to perform on a 
well-preserved violfi 
d'amore dating from the 
early 18th century. The 
modern day Collegium 
Musicum is most popular, 
however, in Germany." 
The UMR group had its 
beginnings in 1978 when the 
music program on campus 
acquired a set of recorders 
(end-blown flutes) and 
began to incorporate the 
instruments into the annual 
Madrigal Dinner program 
which had started on 
campus some five years 
earlier. 
Through the generosity of 
Madrigal Dinner patrons, 
UMR's collection of 
reconstructed 16th and 17th 
century instruments has 
grown to 25, and interest in 
the Collegium Musicum on 
campus has continued to 
grow. 
Kramme says, "Groups -
or consorts - represented 
within the UMR Collegium 
Musicum include: a trio of 
Dominican Friars called The 
Chapel ; a mixed quartet of 
Singers, Chamber Voyces 
(wealthy merchant class), 
and another mixed quartet 
of young aspiring minor 
nobility referred to as the 
Court Singers. The 
privileged nobility form a 
mixed quintet called the 
King's Table." 
The instrumental 
equivalent to the King's 
Table is the Queen's Consort 
and is made up of violas da 
gamba, harpsichord and 
miscellaneous woodwinds. 
The remaining L.'1ventory of 
woodwind instru;nents is 
assigned to the Court Min-
strels, a "common" group of 
troubadours. The in-
strumental equivalent of the 
Chapel consists of a group of 
civic o~ guild musicians 
playing sackbutts 
(Renaissance trombones) 
and a cornetto. This group is 
referred to as the Waytes. 
"Previous Madrigal 
Dinner programs at UMR 
have endeavored to re-
create a specific historical 
occasion from the courts of 
famous Western European 
sovereigns or noble per-
sons," Kramme expl?ins. 
"The 1982 dinners 
scheduled at 6 p. m. Dec. 9, 10 
and 11, in Centennial Hall of 
the University Center-East 
- will offer a program of 
general music of the period 
presented by the various 
ensemble groupings within 
UMR's now complete 
Collegium Musicum. 
"The vocalists and in-
strumentalists will cOntL'lue 
to perform in costumes of 
the period, and there will be 
an appropriate setting for 
see Madrigai 
page5 
"The present day early 
music revival is usually 
Collegium Musicum members demonstrate the violas da gamba's to be played at 
the Madrlgal Dinner. . 
Additions from page 1 ,rChristo~h;~J;~~';~sl 
the conveyor picks It up and tested by its engineers Iii D jam 0 n d san d Wa t c h e s i 
=:~:tothebo~~~ ~~~~~e~nafw~~k:O~~ I 903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264 I 
structure on the northern should be ready for regular L-___________ ._._j 
end is the wood storage use next March. 
facility. Power plant The system incorporates 
superintendent Larry Mat- much more automation in 
son says that the first load the transporting and burning 
of wood chips should be of fuel, disposal of ashes, and 
delivered tomorrow, so that the monitoring of these 
the wood transport system processes. There will, 
can be tested. The entire however, be no loss, of 
system will be performance manpower; 
@;.·,~,;,x.,~%; ,. '. :~', .• ,:i<"::;:'·"x "'''c'' .. _ .. ''; .. , .. 
Cljlllliftj(j. or. otfer4td f.... of charge c). a 
"",Ice ofKi soun:e at entertainment to the 
r~cl.n. 
-The MINER wi'll not print the combination of 
flnt and lost names. 
Chub & Jo's Restaurant 
-SST Banquet Hall 
Serving from 5:30 a.m. to 15 min. till 8:00 
Open 6 Days, Closed Sunday 
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE. 
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS 
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS 
"Homemade pies" 
Family Restaurant 
Corry Out Orders 704 Pine Rollo. MO 
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe Call 364-6247 
Thursday, Dec. 9, 1982 
Final Exam Schedule 
,.... fl n.l .,,&11 per iod ... 111 bQ:l .. l1ond.~ . De.:,. ... r n . 1982 •• t 1;)0 •.••• nd ~nd 
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Hi51 112 . IH . 176 
1'I, .. h 1. ' . 8 
l'bth6,21) 
Halh ~I . n 
l" .... th204 . 219 
11£20' . 20) 
Kt:219 , 229 
Kt:261 
PhyatC$ 21. 23. 2' . 2~ 
Pol !.cI 9{J 
Flr"'t w",.k l y ct ... 
"'''tlngT1..'!! 
!'Iond.y . I:)O 
I'Iondoy 8:0~ o r 8: 10 
I'Iond.y , 9:30 
I1onday . IO;)O 
/'Iond.~ . I I ;)0 
/1onday . 12;)0 
'Ionday.l;lO 
/'Iond a y , ?:)O 
l "_",Jay. 11;0) o r 8,)0 
l".· .. d"y.";lU 
1 ... " .. dAy. IO,jU 
f u .. "day . 11:0)0' 11:)0 
f und .. y.12;)0 
Tuud .. y . I,)On r 1;0) 
hlday . 1:)0-9:30 
T ... ,soay . );)0-):)0 
Mond.y . l:oo-):oo 
Saturd. y . 1,}0-9;)Q 
FI 1<14)1 , 1:)0-9:)0 
Kond.y. 1:)0 - 9:30 
l'Iond.y,l:oo-l;oo 
Thu "a.uy . I:)0- 9 ;)0 
lI ~d nuday . 1;)0 - 9:)0 
Mond.y , 1:)0-9:)0 
rrtd.y . l:3O-9;lO 
n.ursd.y.1;30-9;3O 
IIdnuday . l:10-9:3O 
Monday . 1;00 - );00 
S,u uTd.y . /;)0 - 9;10 
Thur~day. 1: 30 - 9;)0 
W.d"ud.y . 1:00- 3:00 
W~dnuday . 1;lu - 9: 10 
Satur d.y . 10:00- 12:00 
Tuud.y . l:)0-9:)o 
I'Ion<lay . );)O-):)O 
fund.)I. 1:00 - );00 
Thurad.y .I :OO-l:oo 
Fd04y . 10;00 - 12;00 
thur .. day . 10;00- 12;00 
TueSday. 10:00- 12;00 
lI"eI"*_d.y , 1:)0 - ~:)O 
IrI': .. y, 1 ,00 _ 1;00 
Ihur;d" y . ); JI.J - ~; 10 
W"dn •• d . y . 10;00- 12;W 
Fdelay . ); ) 0 - ~:'10 
Hon,Jay . 10,00 - li:OU 
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STUDENT ROOMS FOR RENT 
Private for Men 
Across the street from the UniverSity Center Eost_ 
Renllncludes: eWater & Electric 
eAir conditioning 
Inquire at eEleclric heat 
1104 N. Rolla eCarpet 
located at ePrivate entrance 
1102 N·, Rolla eJacksfortelephone& 










1200 Pine Street. Rollo; MO, 364-5495 
Main Gate Shopping Center 
St. Robert. MO. 336-4877 
Specializing in Custom Silkscreening 
eThe MINER will print phone numbers only 
in busi ness-related oc15. GA~_~m~m~t'D~~~!'D: Classif ieds tP.ilHRI1lkfl!RI1lkfl!~~~~~kflId'1 
The MISSOURI MINER reserves 'he right to edit 
or to retuse publication of any dosslfleds that 
Its slaft f inds offensive of libelous. 
Claul' IS ¥\ould be S\lbmiHed by 9 p.m., the 
Mond . for. the IS$ ~ in which it I~ tc? 
appea r.-""'''''' \ 
L. Lane: 
True. life may be lonely at the Nor th Pole. but It would be lonl ier 
without you In Bel a l ola L and! 
Pres 
"Chemistry I A Class: You' re a good bunch and I' ve enjoyed hav ing 
you this semester." 
Prof. D 
Ava ilable for I or 2 people. 
N icely furn ished r oom (beds. closel. carpeting. good study envln 
menl o bath. central air and kitchenette) for rent next (spr ir 
semester. Loc"l eq j ust across 63 f r om campus. Rent $ISO/monlh 
ut ilities paid . Call 364-8583 and ask for Joey. 
RIDE WANTED: To Columbia. Mo . on Saturday. Dec. 18 or lal 
Will share expenses. Call ~ 1-2239. 
.. tI"l Mark Vollmer 
~;. After a full day of rain, Schuman Park became Schuman Lake. Have fun playing 
soflball now! 
ENT 
adrigal from page4 
the program," he continues. 
Eo.t. "But other than some short 
literary excerpts to in-
troduce the selections, this 
year's program will be 
primarily musical en-
tertainment." 
Members of UMR's 
Collegium Musicum may 
earn credit for participation 
in the program, and 
p.m. , Monday through University of Missouri-
Friday. Requests for Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401 , and 
. reservations should be ad- should include a stamped, 
dressed to Madrigal Din- self-addressed envelope for· 
ners, 105 Harris Hall, confirmation. 
... ~~ Collegium is a part of the • __________ .. _~---.. 
"' 1 regular curriculum. 





various ensembles rehearse 
for an hour each week out-
side the regular class period. I Some tickets for the ·1982-83 Madrigal Dinners are still t available each ni~t at $10 j per person. Madrigal Dinner 
1 brochures with detachable 
reservation. fonns may be 
obtained at Rolla area banks 
and at the university's Cedar 
street Center, Books 'N 
1bings, Logos Bookstore, 
Reader's Alley, or at the 
mustc office, 105 Harris Hall, 
00 campus. 
Reservations may be 
made by mail and must be 
accompanied by payment 
for the full amount. 
Reservations will . be 
assigned in the order 
received and must be 
received by noon of the day 
prior to the preferred per-
fonnance. 
For information, call 341-
4185 between 10 a.m. and 4 
Shelba. 
Hair It Is _ 
Get ready for the holidays-
with a new style, cut or perm 
from Hair It Is. Come by 
and see the latest in precision 
hairstyling. 
10% OFF· 
All Retail Items 




8 a.m.-evening hours 
How was the "jam" session Saturday night . Was It Strawberry or 
Grape? Hope F .H. enjoyed his dessert. How about topping It oil with 
some whipped cream next time? 
Here's to Sister Michele ... 
She's happy ... 
So drink.. . 
Kevin, 





Ian. 3-8 OR Ian. 10-15 
Aspen/Snowmass Winter Park 
$189/Jan.3-8 
$169/Ja n. la-Is $229 






Complete Trips Include: 
6 Days and 5 Nights Deluxe 
Condominium Lodging 
4 Full Da ys of Lift Tickets 
Mountain Picnic 
Ski Races with Prizes 
Ski Jamboree Party 
Optional Air Transportation 
Summit Offers 
Extensive experience in handling 
ov/er 10,000 skierS" 
Fully computerized 
reservation service 
Licensed and bonded protection 
Group purchasing power 
Professional staff on location 
Complete prices including all taxes 
and service charges 
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graduation to Grad schoolj~ 
companies, according to hIrIng thiS. year. Un- The departmental break- ME 101 CHEM 5 SophOm( By BARB TIlOMAS Professor Remington, fortunately, thIS means ~at down of all the graduates SCHOOL OF MINES C SC 39 If/l€d h 
director of the placement many of the graduatIng with BS degrees is as AND METALLURGY ECON 4 .eralwe 
" If I don't get an offer 
soon, I think I might go to 
graduate schooL" This 
phrase has been heard 
coming from the mouths of 
many seniors graduating in 
this semester. The jobs ae 
becoming harder and harder 
to find and many seniors still 
don't have definite offers. 
office. The amount of seniors won't have . the follows, with the most CER 11 LIFE SCI 2 '8iJJS w~ 
comp~ies coming down to security of haVIng their JO~s graduates consIsting of GE E 23 APPLIED MA TIl 2 rty clot! 
InterYlew has decreased waItIng for them. They II mechanical engIneers. GEOL & GEOPHYS 7 PHYS 3 methillg 
considerably since last fall. either have to keep lookIng MET 15 
The offers aren' t coming 
because neither are the 
THE 
By MIKE STRODER 
Physics - A coyote is on a 
ledge 20 meters above the 
highway with a 4,000 pound 
In the fall of 1981, 364 com- after they 've graduated or SCHOOL OF MIN 17 
panies came down to in- go to graduate schooL With ENGINEERING NE 3 
terview, while this fall , less 482 students graduating with AE 3 PETR 24 
than half that amount, 143 bachelor of science degrees, CE 62 
companies, interviewed. this could mean a lot of CH E 28 
This would seem to indicate graduate students around E MGT 47 
SOHooL OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 
that fewer companies are next semester. EE 76 BA 10 
Comprehensive 
boulder. He intends to drop it high-voltage line. Use the are on a float trip when 
on a passing road-runner line to measure your you're overturned and your 
moving at 75 mph. Will he resistance. You may bring a beer spillS out into the 
succeed? bucket of water if you wish. stream. A 12-ounce can of 
Circuit Analysis - Find a Fluid Mechanics - You beer is floating in the river 
submerged to- a depth of 5 
centimeters. The can is 98 
percent fulL What brand of 
beer is it? 
Structural Design 
Design a fraternity house 
that will withstand every 
imaginable kind of stress 
that a drunken member(s) 
can exert using nothing 
more sturdy than styrofoam. 
You may use Elmer's Glue if 
you wish. 
Philosophy - Justify your 
existence. Anyone failing to 
do so will be penalized ac-
cordinglv. 
Final 
Ethics - You have three 
job offers. You can work for 
the government designing 
thermonuclear weapons for 
big bucks, take an average 
job in a fertilizer plant in 
Iowa, or take a low-paying 
job with a company that 
manufactures electrical 
devices sold in the back of 
sleazy magazines. Which do 
you choose and why? 
Chemistry - Under your 
desk is a large rock. Per-
form the following: 1) 
Dissolve it. 2) Titrate it. 3) 
Plot it. 4) Interpolate it. 5) 
Extrapolate It. 6) 
PreCipitate it. 7) Ignite it. 8) 
Put it out and turn in your 
results. 
Mathematics - Find the 
In addition to those 
graduating with BS degrees, 
there are 122 students 
graduating with a master's 
degree, and 12 students 







d1 of ex 
equation of a line that, when lilt woul 
plotted on 2-cycle semi-IO!! round, aJ 
paper, forms a) the profileol p resi( 
Einstein, b) the outline of tile esement. 
coast of Norway, c) tile 
Mona Lisa. all whert 
Aeronautics - You haVE J! comM 
eight 2x4's, 100 pounds ol;p with 
chicken feathers, and a ave a jol 
rubber band. Design a nilhed II 
machine capable of flying I bunk of U 
mile under its own power. rhnicaJ 
Bonus - Using an enel'g) lnaIly, [ 
balance on the entin lid find U 
universe, Ohm's law, thE 
Navies-Stokes equation, thE m 
mean-value theorem 01 pj, 
calculus, the first law 01 
thermodynamics, the right 1 
hand rule, arid the Heisel} 
berg uncertainty principle 
derive Murphy's Law. Tbe Mil 
larty al 
Up and coming !t~~ Hand In 
people. "Would you want thE ~~rpl~ 
sperm of a college gradualt 
Ice Creamery opens 
Professional Food 
Management and Auxiliary 
Services proudly announce 
the opening of an ice cream 
parlor. The Creamery, 
located in the university 
cafeteria, offers a refreshin~ 
variety of ice cream, eight 
hand-dipped flavors and ice 
cream treats including 
malts and shakes, banana 
splits, sundaes and cones. 
All these specialties can be 
made with hard dip as well 
as soft serve ice cream. 
The Creamery is open 
from 10 a.m.-3:30 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, and 
everyone is invited to stop by 
and see for yourself just how 
good it all is! 
[~~:~~~~~~~~==-~~ 8 Oz, Chuck ......... $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak ... $2.30 
6 Oz. Ribeye .......... 3.07 Catfish Squares ........ 3.03 
~ 7 Oz. Ham Steak ........ 3.02 Chicken .............. 3.35 ~ 8 Oz. Filet ............. 3.65 Shrimp ............... 3.95 10 Oz. Top Sirloin ...... 5.00 Spaghetti ............. 2.60 
n 12 Oz. K.C. Strip ....... 5.96 Ravioli ............... 2.60 ~ 
U 12 Oz. T-Bone ......... 6.92 Hamburger & Fries ..... 1.92 
~ Includes Potato or French Fish & French Fries ..... 1.92 ~ Fries & Texas Toast Ham Sandwich & Fries .. 1.92 FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL 
l G&D STEAK HOUS,EiI , ~ia~:._~a:.~~week =J Forum Plaro"Shopping Center ~ IC===Uc:::::=e tc:::::::::)Ctc:::::::::)Cte:::::::>C tc:::::::::)C tc:::::::=I 
SOURCE: CPS 
ATHENS, Ga. - A sperm 
bank that opened· next door 
to the University of Georgia 
recently had so many first-
day student donors that it 
had to stop taking new ap-
plicants for two weeks. 
Sperm bank manager 
Donald Zeh attributes the 
run on his bank to easy 
money. The bank, a branch 
of Xytex Corp., based in 
Augusta, Ga., pays donors 
$20 each. Zeh says students 
could make a donation every 
two days. 
"We find we're getting a · 
pretty good individual who 
has no other way of getting 
extra money," he says., 
Xytex opened by the 
campus with an eye on 
Georgia's 20,000 students 
because of the demand for 
semen from education 
or someone with an IQ 0 -
60? " he asks. 
Xytex ships the sperm 3l ll!ltaSlgrr 
far away as Alaska when IllnskUlw 
it's used for artifi~ial in iyDLAgo 
semination. 
Zeh, for one, couldn't III IlIl'tiday 
happier about the turnout' having a 
"We want to get as mucl beProvi 
acceptability in the com 
munity and among th< 
student body (as possible)." 
Fe 
Alex Pizza Palace 
122 W. 8th Street Rolla 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M. 
-SANDWICHES -SALADS 
-SPAGHETTI 
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH 
For FREE DELIV,ERY of Pizzas 
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:~:::: Student finds bag of brains 
PQge 6 SOURCE: CPS 
r---.... CHAMPAIGN, IU. -
SOmeone left a bag full of 22 ~/' human brains in the laundry room of a University of • Illinois fraternity house, and no one yet knows exactly 
5 whose brains they are. 
~ Sophomore Paul Gerding 
I opened his laundry bag 
I several weeks ago to find the 
I brains where he thought his 
3 dirty clothes would be. In 
something of an instinctive 
reaction, he pitched the bag 
into an alley behind the 
Acacia fraternity house, 
where he lives, before 
calling the police. 
University police in-
vestigator Charles Moore 
says the " case has been 
solved" since then, and 
charges have been filed 
against a group of students 
thought to be responsible for 
snatching the brains from a 
research lab and putting 
them in the laundry room. 
Moore refused to name the 
group. 
Group members did ap-
pear before a disciplinary 
board last week, but no 
penalty has been imposed, 
reports John Scouffas, 
assistant vice chancellor of 
student affairs . 
Scouffas adds that, in his 
view, the case isn 't fully 
solved yet. The group -
another fraternity , some 
believe has taken 
responsibility for the theft 
and placement of the brains 
but Scouffas says the in: 
dividual "ring leaders are 
not known." 
Acacia member John 
Holliday says Acacia has 
"reason to believe it was 
another fraternity , but it 
would be unfair to accuse 
anyone." 
Holliday notes the incident 
occurred during a period 
when pledges, on their way 
to a special weekend, often 
pull . pranks on their 
brothers. Holliday 
speculates pledges from 
another house simply chose 
Acacia this time. 
" We're not angry. No 
harm was done. No one is 
angry, like, it's a joke." 
Indeed Scouffas, Moore 
and Champaign Detective 
Gary Wright all chuckled 
when discussing the case. 
Scouffas says the most 
serious aspect of the case is 
the theft of the brains. Of-
ficials are still unsure from 
which lab they were stolen. 
"We think they got them 
from our medical center." 
Then " they probably 
dropped them in through a 
window" at Acacia, which 
Scouffas is confident won't 
retaliate for the stunt. 
Holliday is less confident. 
Asked if members had plans 
to try to top the prank, he 
said they " had thought about 
it. " 
to lhnIE Groundwaves 
i~ Party it up! 
earlier) . It's the Hopefully 




MIRROR, MIRROR ON 
THE WALL, WHO IS THE 
FAIREST WIFE OF ALL 
MISSOURI? 
but their participation is 
encouraged. 
their entrant's fee of $300. 
l 'S law, ~ 
equation, II 
theorem I 
first law I 
CS, Ibe rigb 






lib an IQ 




When I told Grimace that 
I'd write Groundwaves, I 
didn't realize the kind of day 
I was having. I spent half the 
afternoon mopping up an 
inch of excess precipitation 
that wouldn't fit in the 
ground, and therefore took 
up residence in our 
basement. I then got a phone 
call whereupon I found out 
the, company I have a plant 
trip with (of course I don't 
have a job) this week, just 
finished laying off a big 
chunk of their engineers and 
technical sales staff. 
Finally, I go to the station 
and find that eight hours of 
work on a cart (topiC to be 
named in the next 
paragraph) may be wasted 
because our prod room is -
- up. The urge is to be 
cynical. Not just a little bit! I 
mean, CYNICAL. 
I came to the realization, 
however, that all is not lost. 
Where else but Rolla can you 
go to place bets on when the 
Bray's Lake dam will shoot 
sevens? And where else can 
you go and find anything like 
KMNR? And finally, where 
else can you go to find a 
party like the one I'm going 
to tell you about (this is the 
topic I was telling you about 
A bunch of us seniors got 
together and decided that, if 
we couldn't get jobs, we 
might as well get drunk. The 
best way to do that is with 
your friends - all of them. 
With FREE beer. FREE 
LOWENBRAU. So, on 
Friday, Dec. 10, from 8 p.m.-
? , at Tech Engine Club, 
we're having a party. Open 
to everyone (and their dog), 
with free beer and tunes by 
the KMNR Roadshow. 
There, now, that wasn't so 
bad after all, was it? Take it 
The answer to that 
question will be determined 
next March 26, when the new 
Mrs. Missouri will be 
crowned at the St. Louis Bel 
Air Hilton. 
Just some of the prizes 
Mrs. Missouri will win are a 
round-trip ticket for her and 
her husband to Las Vegas, a 
state costume, an evening 
gown and $100 spending 
money for the National 
Pageant. 
The grand winner will also 
receive a week's ac-
commodations at the 
Sheraton in St. Petersburg, 
Fla: , for her and her family! 
One of this year's added 
attractions will be that each 
contestant will be required 
to design a costume 
representing her hometown 
to be worn in the final 
pageant. An award will be 
presented for the winning 
costume. 
All interested applicants, 
send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: Mrs. 
MiSSOuri Headquarters, P.O. 
Box 411, Chesterfield, MO 
63017, or call Jan Bohling at 
532-5612. 
The applicant must be a 
U.S. citizen, a resident of the 
state of Missouri for at least 
six months, a minimum of 18 
years of age, of good moral 
character, and married as of 
date of entry. All married 
women, young wives, 
mothers and grandmothers 
are not only eligible to enter, 
The deadline for ap-
plications is Jan. 15, 1983. 
Contestants are urged to find 
possible merchants to cover 
For further information, 
contact Kathryn L. Frazier 
2211-4724. ~--------------------~ easy and see you on Friday. 
fffJ~ !J!uw Sh._~-----""" 
The Missouri Miner wUl print free of charge an)' 
party announcement for campus organizations 
which are submitted before 9:00 p.m. Monday at 
the Miner box in the Rolla Bullding, An-
nouncements shoud be submitted a week l>efore, 
Hand in announcement in paragraph form with 
comflete sentences (Read: no flyers). We cannot 
prlri prices for alcoholic beverages. 
THE END APPROACHETH 
Delta Sigma Phi will commit one last Futile and Insane Act before 
exams kill us all. Come join us Dec . 9 from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 3 Frater· 
nlty Dr. A good time will be had by all . 
GRADUATION PARTY 
On Friday, Dec. 10, from 8 p.m.-l a.m., the graduating seniors will 
be having a party at TEC. It is open to everyone, and FREE BEER 
will be provided. Tunes will be courtesy of the KMNR Roaclshow. 
Faulkner' 5 Beverage 
& Mini Mart 
Rolla 's Coldest Beer 
Ice-Gas-Snacks 
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES 
364-6762 




Special low Rates for Vail's 20th Anniversary 
ONLY$175 
Complete Package Includes: 
-6 days / S nights lodging at some of Vail 's finest hotels and 
condominiums 
-S days lift tickets at Vail and Beaver Creek 
-All taxes and service charges 
-Ski Jamboree Party 
-Challenge Cup Race 
-Mountain Picnic 
-Prizes a t;'d Awards 
For More Information Call : 
linda Hardesty-364-6993 or 
Cathy Mueller-341-2479 or 
1-800-392-2718 
Lori. Marlena, FOKSALE: Maverick, 1970 body, 1m motor, large tires in back. all 
It was great having you In Chern . Lab. We'd like to experiment with tires good, $675. 364-7237. -
you some more. 
Your excessive noise a t night Is beginning to bother us; at least try 
to keep the bed from banging against the wall! 
CIndy. 
Hey Kid. you're the only one for me . 
The guys in Sectton A Carol, 
Thanks for making a transfer's life much more enjoyable. And 
thank you for just being a friend. T. T. F.N. 
J. Romeo. F.A.A. _ S.W. Jesicha 
P.S. ThIs goes for Jo/m, Scott, Dan and the gang at Fourth and Oak. 
Your neighbors 
Santa. 
care to listen again? 
JOB WANTED: Will babySit In my home days. 364·7237 
Iv 
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Scooter Pol 
Who sho·t Less Fink? rl rD~~;U'" r-U-r~- L1L. KNOW THAT ... ~ ~ rJWecookall ourL. 
I Mexican Dishes SOURCE: SPII 
The mountain of beer cans 
grew as our hero struggled 
to relax, but after realizing 
he had just heard the " Flock 
of Seagulls" video for the 
lOth time that night, he 
turned off the TV and all of 
his thoughts returJJed to the 
mystery at hand. It'had been 
several long weeks since 
Chancellor Marshmallow 
had summoned Scooter to 
his home to alert him of the 
shooting of his left-hand 
man, Less Fink, the director 
of Auxiliary Enterprises 
(sometimes called Auxiliary 
Services, but that's another 
story altogether ). 
"Who could do such a 
thing?" Scooter puzzled. 
" What kind of animal would 
kill a man so loved and 
respected by all who knew 
him'? " 
After running his initial 
list of about 7,000 prime 
suspects through his head, 
our favorite P.1. went to 
work narrowing it down. 
Deciding he needed more 
clues, Scooter set his mind 
on -revisiting the scene of the 
crime. An obstacle lay in his 
way, though, since the UMR 
police force had had the 
Auxiliary Enterprises office 
closed to all outsiders since 
the time of the shooting, and 
it was bEfmg guarded per-
sonally by their ace officer, 
Sgt. Borlando. 
" How can I possibly get by 
old 'Iron Fist'?" Scooter 
asked himself. " Bribery, 
that's it! I'll give . him in-
formation on the missing 
urinals from the CE 
Building!" 
Scooter hurried past his 
five new white ceramic fish-
bowls to his garage and 
climbed into his Ferrari 308 
GT, which was most cleverly 
disguised as a green '67 
Mustang with primer spots, 
and hit his head on the way 
in. 
"Damn, wish this 
monsoon would stop so I 
could put the roof down," 
Scooter mumbled under his 
breath. 
He wheeled his way 
through the streets of Rolla, 
and after running only eight 
stop signs and going the 
r··········· .. 
: USED RECORDS : 
• & TAPES • 
: Bought. Sold & Traded : 
: ONE HORSE : 
• BOOKS & • 
• RECORDS • 
• 808 Pine • 
: In Downtown Rolla : 
: - 364-2244 : 
wrong way on two one-way 
streets, Scooter finally 
Fighting his way through the 
crowds at the Hockey Puck 
Shopping Mall, he met with 
his friend and constant 
companion, G.B. , who 
sensed Scooter's need and 
flew his helicopter, the 
Barhopper , in from the 
Beelines Airlines secret 
heliport located on the roof 
of Two-O-Nine. 
Scoots?" asked G.B. as the I from scratch 
reached the famed 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
(good 01' Blackhole U. ) 
without being tailed. 
" What did ya call for, 
See Scoots 
page9 
I in our kitchen. : ~~~~~,.!.~~ 
L __ .!!:: ~ ~ ::':" __ . 
Take Charge At ZZ. · 
In most jobs, at 22 
you're near the, bottom 
of the ladder. 
In the Navy, at 
22 you can be a leader. 
After just 16 weeks 
of leadership training, 
you're an officer. You'll 
have the kind of job 
care of sophisticated 
equipment worth 
millions of dollars . 
It's a bigger chal-
lenge and a lot more 
responsibility than 
most corporations give 
you at 22. The rewards 
are bigger, too. There's 
your education and training prepared 
you for, and the decision-making au-
thority you need to make the most of it. 
As a college graduate and officer 
candidate, your Navy training is geared 
to making you a leader. There is no boot 
camp. Instead, you receive professional 
training to help you build the technical 
and management skills you'll need as a 
a comprehensive package of benefits, 
including special duty pay. The starting 
salary is $16,400-more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college. 
After four years, with regular promo-
tions and pay increases, your salary will ' 
have iricreased to as much as $29 ,800. 
As a Navy officer, you grow, through 
new challenges, new tests of your skills, 
Navy officer. 
This training is 
designed to instill 
confidence by first-
hand experience. You 
learn by doing. On 
r ~v-;;;;O;;:-U-;;;-T-;- - - - ~ -;; 1 
INFORM ATION CENTER 
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 07015 
o I 'm ready to take c harge. Tell me more about 
t he Navy's officer programs. !0G) 
Nam'~'-~F,~r~t~-~i1n.'t,~."~-.~I',=on~"--~La~"---
Addrcss _______ Apt. 11 __ _ 
your first sea tour, Cit,,____ S,,,,c ___ Zip __ 
you're responsible for A~"----+C"lIc~c/ Univc"i', _____ _ 
managing the work of t Yca,inCol lc.c _____ t Gl-A ____ _ 
up to 30 men and the I .. M.jo'/~lino' __________ _ 
I Phom' ~~mber tAn-a Codt'l HI'sl Tum' (0 Cull - I 
I This is for I!"n('wl n'l' rultnwnt InfUrmutlO11 Yuu do not hu\,\' t tl fur- I nl'lh lin\, of tlw Infvrml;ltl0n ff'qlJ\'stt'd (H cour",', th(· Illem' "'I' know. 11'11' moTt' WI' l'lln help In dl'tI'rllllOl' th~ klllu~ "r :\'1"" I)OM' 
L t Ion:. for .... hll"h ,"Ol! quulify. . J 
-----------
and new opportunities 
to advance your edu-
cation, including the 
possibility of attending 
graduate school while 
you 're in the Navy. 
Don't just take a 
job. Become a Navy 
officer, and take charge. 
Even at 22. 
- Navy Officers 
Get Responsibility Fast. 
!. ••••••••••• .J 
...... ~~~~. Classifieds ~irflIi~aP.i~rB".t'irlll'll~_ Classifieds ~~~~~~ 
Three graduating seniors. an M.E. a nd two Ch .E.'s are having a 
party this Friday. tomorrow . They each have a Job and. therefore. 
have lots to celebrate. The Total College Experience Is what everyone 
will be looking (or. If you don't know where the pa rty Is. ask Pooter or 
follow the champagne bubbles. Virgins will be sacrificed, but the win· 
dowslll method wUJ be used. 
Mike, Bruce, David 
Dear Dr. John of Econ: 
You can't teaCh . go back to Nebraska. PLEASE . LOST : Brand new brown wallet. Lots of personal things. ~ e 
ATTENTION STUDENTS. 
Sincere ly. U.R .---- REWARD . Call Derek aI364-1490 
I will type your aSSignments (or $1.00 per page. 364-7237 
Dolores Fore 1900 Farrar Apt. 27 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom lraller. furni shed. close to campus, $150 a 
month piUS utilities (heat a lready pa id !). CaJl341-2317 
WANTED : Large sump pump. See any member of the Gascon e 
Student Association (GSA). Willing to pay small users fee . 
The flood is only the beginning of the End of the World. Get bomt d 
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I!lijob, an 
dynamic duo passed Saint 
Pat's Paperweight and 
China Shop. 
"I sure would like a set of 
those plates someday," 
chimed Scooter. "What? Oh 
yeah, we've got to go to the 
AE office to get more clues 
on Less Fink's murder." . 
"But Scoots, what do you 
expect to find in the 
Aerospace Engineering 
office?" 
Scooter just rolled his eyes 
as they slipped past the 
KMNR frisbee salesman. 
Once inside the Auxiliary 
Enterprises Complex, they 
proceeded to bribe their way 
into Fink's office. One more 
obstacle lay in their way, 
though. The former direc-
tor's secretary guarded the 
office, and she looked 
TOUGH (kind of a cross 
between Paul Dernzik and 
the Ayatollah Khomeini ). 
Scooter knew how to handle 
the situation. 
" Hi , good lookin' !" said 
Scoots as he was thinking to 
himself that this lady was 
about a minus three on the 
Rolla scale. "Has anyone 
ever told you that you're the 
most awesome hunk of 
womanhood the world has 
ever seen? ' I 
She blushed (which made 
her look even worse), and 
Scooter knew that he was 
getting somewhere. 
"How about us getting a 
Spring 
MISSOURI MINER Page 9 
jalapeno and anchovy pizza scale model of the bookstore 
and some beers sometime? " expansion was the great 
asked Scooter as he prayed man 's striped sports coat. 
the answer would be "no." " I've got it!" said Scooter. 
She let the two ace detec- "The clue must be 
tives into the room and she somewhere in that model. 
had a smile from one side of Why else would he have 
her ugly face to the other. thrown that jacket over it in 
"Meet me in half an his dying moments?" 
hour!" said Scooter as they "Maybe he didn't want 
passed into the offi~. blood on it," replied G.B. 
The room was dark, and Pacing nervously back 
fiendish crime? 
Suddenly, out of nowhere, 
a shot rang out and barely 
missed Scooter. Hearing 
footsteps running down the 
hall , Scooter began chasing 
the dark figure through the 
building (after G.B. had 
pried him off the floor). In 
the shadows, they could not 
tell who it was, but they 
could tell it was a man, a 
BIG man. Realizing that 
they would never catch the 
culprit, Scooter and G.B. 
stopped to catch their 
breath. 
"Damn, Scoots, why do I 
always get shot at when I'm 
with you?" 
" It's just the price we 
must pay in our endless 
pursuit of good and justice 
and the American way ... 
and enough money to buy 
beer!" replied Scooter. 
"Well, Scoots, if I ever get 
killed, I'll never forgive 
you! " quipped G.B. "Who do 
you think it was anyway?" 
. "That guy must have had 
some pull to get past the 
police guarding the 
building," Scooter realized. 
from page 8 
"There's only one man that 
size who has that kind of 
authority. It's obvious! The 
killer is .. . " Bells began to 
ring and a bright light 
flooded the hallway. 
Dragging himself out of 
his easy chair to answer the 
phone, Scooter mumbled to 
himself, "What a dream!" 
Answering the phone too 
late, the P.L of P.L's popped 
the top off his last bottle of 
Red, White and Blue, and 
returned to the TV in time to 
catch the "Flock of 
Seagulls." 
the two felt uneasy as they and forth across the room, 
carefully combed every inch Scooter analyzed the entire 
of the scene of the crime. situation. A striped sports 
Scooter began to remember coat. A bullet between the 
the gruesome sight. There on eyes. A model of the 
the floor lay the director bookstore. What was the 
with a bullet between his connection? Who could have ............................ , 
eyes, and draped over a masterminded such a • 
S · : CAMPUS BOOK STORE : US MOVIe: CHRIS~':::SALE : 
The Student Union Board 
Indoor Recreation Com-
mittee presents the movie 
" Arsenic and Old Lace" 
Friday, Dec. 10, at 7 and 9: 15 
p.m. in the ME Auditorium. 
Based on Joseph 
Kesselring's hit Broadway 
play, this madcap comedy is 
a blend of the bizarre and 
mundane. Cary Grant is a 
mild-mannered drama critic 
who learns his two kindly 
and lovable aunts have been 
poisoning people with 
elderberry wine. Two 
murderers (Peter Lorre and 
Raymond Massey) move 
into the same house with the 
idea of adding a few corpses 
of their own. Frank Capra 
does .a masterful job of 
fusing these absurd 
elements into delightful 
entertainment. 
SPI. AH Games. D & D Supplies 
ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY 
1009 Pine Rolla. MO 364-5581 
• Selection of • 
• Science and Technical Books • 
• • : .99 to $4.99 : 
• Selection of • 
• General Gift Books • 
: $1.99to$7.99 : 
•  • 
: Additional 10% OFF : 
• these already low sale p r ices • 
• with coupon. • 
• Spring texts are now,arriving. • 
: Large selection of USED and new texts. : 
• We are now buying books. • Interviews r-------------~ 
ByPAYWNWEILAND I 1 O. ~ . 1 0·1 
The interviewing for the 
spring 1983 semester will 
begin on Feb. 2. Sign ups will 
begin on Jan. 18 at the UMR 
Placement Center. Listed 
below are the companies 
interviewing on those dates. 
Since the MINER will not be 
published until Jan. 20, in-
formation on those com-
panies will be available at 
100 Placement Center. 
(NOTE: List subject to 
change.) 
fEBRUARY 2 
Eilrns & M::D:mnell 
Centra l IllinolS Public $ervlce 
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I ~~ ~ I 
I ~~ I 
I I 
I With this co~pon get I 
I I OC off I I I I the price of an I 
1 Ice Crea ... 1 
I Cone 1 
I limit 1 per coupon I Expires 12- 15-82 I 
: 10% OFF with coupon : 
• All pens & pencils in showcase including Cross, • 
• Parker, Schaeffer, Papermate, Staedtler, Pentel • 
• and Osmiroid Calligraphy Pens. • 
• •  3 piece set of drafting instruments.  
: Reg.$24.95NOW$14.95 : 
• r------------------;---~--------I • 
• I This Coupon Good For 10 %. Dlscountl • 
.• I On Sale Books and Pens mentioned in this ad. I • 
• I Expires 12·24-82 I • 
• L_______________________________ • 
• HP-llC· 
: Reg. $100 .00 : 
: Our Price $ 79.9 5 : 
• PLUS FREE Solution Book. • 
• • 
I 1005 N. Pine, Rolla 1 0"" I 
r"E9R!JARY 4 I 1 0"" .... 
.'Shes hrmft .... Mon.-Sat. 1 1-10 p.m . 
:ft;~~~s~;.';!ana ?ublie .<;em", I Sunday 2-10 p .m.. I 
• • 
• Campus Book Store • \ •••••••• ;;;;;t~;;;; •••••••• , 
' .. ,ens hill. _________ --~--.. 
~~~~~~~ CI "f" d . . Classifieds ~~~~~~-: : : :: assl Ie S: : : 1 H New Year because It shall truly be 
Lois, " Let 's face It: it just doesn' t matter . Come kill some bra in cells Dec . forward to hav ng a appy 
Everybody does not hate you. 9 " beautiful. A Friend . The Men of Delta SIgma PhI 
Susan, Sandy and Lynn: .. 
Congratulations on your initiation into Tau Beta SIgma! You all did 
a great job, and we're proud in have you as our newest ACflVES! . 
Your ex-pledge tramer 
VoIces of Inspiration 
Thank you for all of your love, support and guIdance over the 
Y TRULY a blessing from God . May he contlnue to To the Men of Tau Kappa EpSilon, semester. ou are Thank You! I Love Ya All Bunches ! bless you and you continue to give recognItion to hIm through your . 
songs of praIse and mInistry. Have a very Merry ChrIstmas and look 
Love 
A Fellow Saint 
Annette " Boot" Young 
Your S weethearl 
·111= 
-III COlDlDents 
... -.. ~ 
-
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~~rt iC:~~OO~~I~~lli'!~!"~nW~~~'~W~-:~=;!'~It" ~~re~!I_ M 
This year's IFC Sing was, was quite obvious that they knowledgeable of music and 
difference between a half- an event where all the the IFC could have wailed 
to say the most, different. It had little knowledge of how stage productions, including 
note and a half-barreL Greeks can get together, until afterward to . get 
was to say the least, lousy. to run the simple sound a music teacher from Rolla 
Specific categories were set show off some talents, and wasted ; it's a simple com-
BY 
I'm not talking about the board they had. It's been High and a disc jockey from up for the judging crite
ria have a good . time. But some mon courtesy to the par. 
acts ; all of the performers scientifically proven that KCLU radio. This year's 
such as originality, par- of the acts put in several ticipants who gave their best ~!R~l 
(well , almost all ) gave it chimpanzees can push a judges were two beer ticipation, and audien
ce months of work all for one, effort. nfn
en J 
their best shot on stage. I'm lever forward on command. distributors and a liquor 
response. It appears that the final, eight-minute per- /165926 I [JJIdeJJ 
talking about the way the Too bad the crew couldn't do store owner. I'm sure they 
judges did not adhere too ~noiS 
Sing was run. as much. The judging also are all fine gentlemen, but closely to these criteria. 
es Ie 
The sound crew might as left a lot to be desired. Last with all due respect, they 
Of course, the IFC Sing is 'da
y 
Professors have 
Quality Cleaners . £,1 2 
Priority over students I~X:~~~~~~;~~t R:;I~~,n~~y:;l~~ 






The article, " How to 
Without Getting a Ticket, 
Find a Parking Space, " in 
the Dec. 2 issue of the 
Missouri Miner brought to 
my attention a somewhat 
backward tradition. 
Traditionally the permit 
priorities at any university 
(l have attended four) 
leaves the students in last 
place. I have always thought 
this was a backward 
tradition. Anywhere you go 
customer always comes comes to parking. 
first. At retail and wholesale Signed, 
businesses as well as Confused 
chemical plants, power 
plants and the like, the Dear Confused : 
customer always parks 
closest to the facility and the 
" employees" park the 
farthest away. 
Why is it then that at a 
University, where the 
"customer" pays dearly for 
the services he receives, the 
customer (student ) must be 
A good point. You must 
keep in mind, though, that 
the student is not the true 
customer, in this case. Most 
of the money which a state 
school operates on are state 
funds and Alumni donationS". 
Our tuition is only a smaller 
Of course the real issue is 
one of supply and demand. 
As you probably have 
realized students are easier 
to come by then are 
professors. And, since 
you've continued to " buy" 
their product, their is no 
need to offer you the greater 
fringe benefit they enjoy. 
(I.e. Skrewed again.) 
The Editor-in-Chief 
Social securitY'will 
cause conflict ii\ ...... Or. George S. Benson 
Undoubtedly the issue of 
Social Security is one of the 
most volatile, emotion-laden 
in all of American public ' 
policy. There is good reason 
for this, for Social Security 
has had a devastating effect 
on the country. 
While many people see the 
program as economic 
salvation for the elderly, it 
has had, is having, and will 
continue to have a very 
serious adverse effect on the 
spiritual, economic and 
social lives of all our people. 
This is because the 
program affects not only the 
elderly, who benefit finan-
cially from the program, but 
also every one of the 117 
million workers who are 
paying for it, and the cost to 
them has lately grown pretty 
high. 
In his paper, " The Trouble 
With Social Security," the 
Rev. John Rushdoony 
comments on some of these 
adverse effects. First of all , 
rather than contributing to 
overall security, " the Social 
Security System promotes 
insecurity. It limits our 
ability to save ; it prevents us 
from investing in sound 
pension plans, and it fuels 
inflation. If, instead of a 
federally operated system, 
the law required free-
market insurance and 
pension plans to provide the 
benefits, we would then have 
a sound and stable system. " 
One of the major flaws tn 
the Social Security System is 
its lack of equity - its 
inherent unfairness. 
Economic consultant Horace 
W. Brock, wrote recently: 
" It is possible to measure 
how much Social Security 
discriminates between any 
two generations by con-
structing an in-
tergenerational 'inequity 
ratio.' ... " He further said : 
" In a study ... my com-
pany has computed the 
inequity ratio between 
today 's retirees and the next 
generation who will retire 
after the year 2010. Using the 
Social Security trustee's own 
demographic and economic 
assumptions, we found that 
the res!liting ratio is 2.5 to l ' 
in favor of today's retirees -
that is, today's elderly are 
receiving 21';" times as much 
as today 's young workers 
can expect when they 
retire. J I 
Brock goes on to point out 
that the situation will be 
much worse because these 
figures are based on an 
assumption that future 
workers " will bear 40 per-
cent payroll taxes - triple 
today's 13.4 percent Social 
Security tax .... " 
He points out that such tax 
rates are " politically un-
supportable" and that we 
can expect compromises in 
benefits for later retirees 
which will increase the 
inequity ratio to an 
outrageous 4 to 1 or even 6 to 
1 if the economy performs 
poorly. 
The ratio of workers per 
beneficiary of the Social 
Security System is very 
interesting and has im-
portant implications. In 1940 
the ratio was 159 paying in to 
every one receiving benefits. 
By _!~ this ratio had 
dropped to 16 to l. Today 
only three members are 
paying in for every 
beneficiary and soon the 
ratio will be 2 to l. 
Increases in Social 
Security taxes can go on only 
until the 117 million workers 
who are paying for the 
program decide it is time to 
remove from office those 
politicians who have been 
buying the votes of the 37 
million who benefit from the 
program. 
When the present 
generation of workers learns 
it must pay into Social 
Security far more than it will 
ever receive in pensions, 
some form of change will be 
demanded. It is tragic that 
political demagogues have 
built into the system such a 
class conflict in their grasp 
for political power, but it is 
coming. 
Christmas Bicycling Mag~zine , Cyclo . Id , Computer, T ounng Gear, Clothmg 
eas. Complete line of bikes & accessories. 





310 E. 6th Rolla 364·2412 
12-6 p .m. Sat. 10-6 p .m. 
UNIVEGA 
BIANCHI 
r--------- COUPON----------- ial o(tht 
Student Specials with Coupon ~il~~~ (play, I 
H . $5 Jlkasho Olrcuts $ mlRwas 
Short Perm & Cut 25 :;~ 
w. Also Trim Beards and Mustaches l of 15 fi 
MR. CHARLES COIFFURES ~nt 
For Men & Women 
306 E. 6th 364~236 
(Uach K 
L-________ .couPO .... __________ . 
r~~--~~~~-~~-~~~~~ 
~ UMR Golf Course 
~ Holiday Sale 
~ 10% OFF Alread~ low prices. 
~ Includes all merchandise in stock. Runs through end of semester. 
Pro Shop Hours: 
Mon .-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a .m.-5 p.m . 
Sunday Closed 
Bolls, Clubs, Bogs, Wide 
Range of Golf 
Accessories . 





Hwy 63 S. Rolla 
364-7300 









iners pick up easy • wl·ns 
By SCOTT wmTE 
UMR played the part of an 
unfriendly host last weekend 
as Lindenwood College and 
IUinois College dropped 
games to the Miners on 
Friday and Saturday 
evenings at Rolla. 
The Lions of Lindenwood 
College were out-classed 
from the tip-off as UMR 
racked up its highest point 
total of the season with a 99-
41' victory. Jumping off to a 
2(H lead after nine minutes 
of play, the Miners never 
took a shot beyond six feet. 
UMR was hot from the field 
canning 44' of 71 field goals 
for a 57 percent average and 
11 of 15 free throws for 73 
percent. 
Coach Key utilized all of 
his 14-man roster as 
everyone had a hand in the 
scoring. Kent Dinsdale led 
the Miners converting seven 
of 11 from the field and four 
of four from the line racking 
up 18 points, while Vern 
Sowell chipped in 12. Rickie 
Cannon and Stan Shuemaker 
were the only other Miners 
in double figures with 10 
points apiece. 
Illinois College gave the 
Miners more of a challenge 
on Saturday, but the Miners 
pulled away in the second 
half with an 85-68 decision. 
The Blueboys of lIIinois 
College jumped out to an 11-4 
lead after five minutes of 
play and had their biggest 
lead of the game, 31-23, with 
4:33 left in the first half. The 
Miners clawed b{lck to a 32-
32 tie at the half on a basket 
and two free throws by Jeff 
Green and two field goals by 
Kent Dinsdale. 
In the second half the 
Miners found their shooting 
touch as they canned 24 of 32 
field goals for an incredible 
.75 percent average. Stan 
Schuemaker led the way for 
the Miners with 11 second-
half points and 17 for the 
game. Rickie Cannon 
finished with 15 points, 
Curtis Gibson followed with 
12, and Joey McDowell 
finished with 10 to round out 
the Miners in double figures. 
The Miners had trouble 
containing Shawn Cannon 
and Pete Radabaugh of 
lIIinois College who com-
bined for 38 points and 20 
rebounds. The Blueboys 
finished with 30 of 62 from 
the field for a 48 percent 
average and 32 rebounds. 
The Miners' .record now 
stands at 6-1 with one more 
game before the Christmas 
break. UMR will travel to 
Springfield on Dec. 11 to take 
on Evangel College before 
returning to action on Dec. 
29 at Emporia, Kan., for the Emporia Tournament. When 
Ken Donnelly 
Aggressive play and high scoring have helped the 
Miners to a 6-1 record. 
asked if he was surprised at 
the team's success so far, 
head coach Billy Key 
replied, " Not at all. In all 
fairness, our schedule so far 
has not been as tough as it 
will be down the road. I'm 
Lady Cagers 
hoping these early games 
will get us ready and give us 
the confidence we need for 
the conference games." 
Good luck Miners and keep 
up the winning ways. 
Split two 
By NANCY REITER 
The women's basketball 
team split its two games this 
past week to bring it to a 4-2 
season to date. The team 
was plagued by turnovers 
with near 30 in both contests. 
In last Wednesday's game 
against William Woods 
College the turnovers cost 
the team the game by a 65-51 
margin. The Fulton team 
also " really hurt us inside," 
said Coach Schulte. The 
team had two players near 
the 2O-point mark under the 
basket. 
In last Saturday's game 
against a slightly easier 
Lindenwood team, the 
women were able to make up 
for some of their give-aways 
and won the game 72-53. 
Schulte attributed the dif-
ference both to the lower 
level of competition and to 
the improved organization of 
the UMR team on the court. 
Junior Gail Halsey had a 
good day for the Miners. She 
was high scorer with 17 
points and 10 rebounds. 
Cecilia Gutierrez and Barb 
Howard followed with 12 
points each. 
About the high turnover 
rate, Coach Schulte states 
she is "really puzzled" as to 
the cause and that many are 
mental mistakes. Although 
there is little time in this half 
of the season, she plans to 
work on the basics and on 
becoming a more disciplined 
team upon return in 1983. 
The Miners will have 
played Southwest Baptist 
Dec. 7, as their last game 
before January. Leslie Beh-
m and Stacey Stover are 
recovering from back in-
juries and will not play until 
the 1983 half of the schedule. 
Women's 
Basketball Schedule 
Date Opponent Place Time 
Grapplers record five pins Jan. 8 "NE Missouri Kirksville 5:30p.m. 
Jan. 10 Harris Stowe Rolla 
By TOM LOFE 
The wrestling Miners 
opened the 1982-83 wrestling 
season in high gear last 
Thursday with a 4(Hj win 
OYer Washington University 
InSt. Louis. The Miners, who 
Jo'ere led by Greg "Fuzzy" 
Schoenberg at 126 pounds 
with a pin and Raymond 
Weston at 158 pounds with a 
first-period pin, recorded 
five pins overall. 
Coach Keeton was pleased 
with the victory and he 
believes the team is in pretty 
good condition. The rest of 
the matches went as follows: 
118 pounds - Mark Weston 
won 25-{); 134 pounds - Chris 
Calona lost 5-3; 142 pounds-
Jim Siekman won by pin ; 150 
pounds - Scott Chalmers 
won 12-9; 167 pounds - Mark 
Cook won by pin, and 171 





A ~Ln'~ J ,{4000S 
'. ,1(; 
904'Pihe L 341 ~~666 
7:00p.m. 
by pin. 
There was a double forfeit 
at 190 and closing out the 
Jan. 12 William Woods Rolla 7:00p.m. 
See Wrestlers Jan. 15 "Lincoln Jeff City 
page13 Jan. 17 Evangel Rolla 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Mavrakos Candies-To Sweeten Christmas 
. Christmas Helium Balloons-To Lift Her Heart 
Christmas Air Ship - To Raise His Spirits 
"Macho Man" -If She Needs a Roomie 
"Dolly Girl" -If He Needs a Roomie 
Stuffed Animals-To Fill Her Bed 




See Our 1/2 PRICE 
selection of 
364.3 161'....-- 0 hrisimas.Gift'S': '" 
., ?" NS[l "lo(sm 9tiJ Ie 'If 
1 
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Swimmers splashdown at Mizzo 
By GIlL KAUFFMAN 
Once again the UMR 
Miner swim team has fallen 
below the University of 
Missouri-Columbia swim-
mers. On Dec. 3 the Miners 
traveled to Mizzou only to 
fall to the Tigers by a score 
of 80 to 72, even though the 
Miners placed very well 
against the stiff competition 
of the Tigers. 
For the Miners Derek 
Coon placed second in both 
the 400 1M and 100 breast-
M-Club 
Athlete of the week 
SUBMI'ITED BY 
M-CLUB 
The M-CLUB would like to 
present Stan Shuemaker of 
the Miner basketball team 
as UMR's outstanding 
athlete of this week. 




field over the weekend in 
scoring a total of 'l:l points 
and also had five assists and 
two steals. His per-
formances helped the 
Miners beat Lindenwood 




stroke, Paul Pericich placed 
first and third in the 1()()' and 
5O-yard backstroke 
respectively, David Wisdom 
placed first and second in the 
1()()' and 5O-yard butterfly 
respectively and David Vale 
had a second in the 500-
freestyle and a third in the 
800-freestyle. 
Jon Staley's diving per-
formance has improved over 
last week's Key Sport Shop 
Classic. Staley recorded 
262.88 points in the one-
Step up to 




Army -ROTC offers college sophomores the opportunity to earn an officer's 
commission in two years . . 
It starts with six weeks of training at Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With 
pay (over $500). 
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier - to have your body toughened, 
your confidence developed. 
Do well and you can qualify for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do except-
ionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholar-
ship. 
Then, for the next two years, while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll 
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active 
Army or Reserves. 
ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD. 
To arrange an interview appointment, contact: 
CPT. Russ Cleveland 
Army ROTC (Bldg. T-2) 341-4742 
~~ ...... ~~.:" Classifieds *~~~~~. Classifieds 
Teddy Bear. 
Thank God for creases! Hope I didn' t embarrass you too much 
Saturday night. Don't ever try Toms with a chaser or you'll die. too. 
How fun! 
Try & top that one, Mo. 
I'll miss you. you big dummy. 
Poochle Pooch Ie 
P .S. What are you buying me for Christmas? 
Utile Known Facts About Carnahan HaIl 
I. Carnahan Hall Is afllliated with the University of Missouri at 
Rolla. not Harvard. Yale. or Princeton. 
2. Carnahan Hall Is equipped with the latest In luxurious furnishings 
Including running water. thermostatic heat contro\' accurate to at 
least 40" F, tissue paper walls, and a plush 'AI-inch floor covering. 
3. Carnahan Hall Is one of the outstanding cultural centers of UMR 
promotlng such events as the Dead Lawn Contest, the Miss Obtuse 
America Contest and the annual Yawning Festival. 
4. Carnahan Hall was purchased from Missouri State Treasure] 
Mel Carnahan. by the University of Missouri for an undlsclose 
amount of money and clause forbidding future sale. It was then nan 
ed In honor of Mel Carnahan. (Obviously someone didn't like Mr. Ca 
nahan) . 
5. Carnahan Hall dements the minds of all who enter. 
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ntramural Athletes 
By SCOTT LARINCE 
Every meeting, the In-
ramural Managers 
lSSOCiation elects an Athlete 
If the Week. These athletes 
Jeserve recognition for their 
IIItstanding performances, 
:D may we now present: 
Noncy Winkler 
Greg Raymer of Kappa 
Sig was this semester's first 
Intramural Athlete of the 
Week. Greg was voted this 
honor because of his out-
standing performance in the 
Intramural R!lcquetball 
Tournament. He claimed 
first place in the singles 
bracket by beating some 
tough competition. 
Swimmers 
from page 12 
and 238.65 points in the three-
meter diving to take third. 
The swimmers will be 
traveling to Long Beach, 
Calif. for their Christmas 
holiday training session. 
Their next action will be 
here Saturday, against 
Drury College. 
Wrestlers 
from page 11 
dual was Jeff "Ziggy" 
Ziegler losing a close match 
«HI at heavyweight. 
While opening with a 
lopsided win, the Miners look 
ahead in the schedule with 
reserve. The squad will be 
I given a strong testing this 
FrIday and Saturday as the 
wrestlers face tough MIAA 
competition. The team has a 
triple dual on Friday and the 
Central Missouri Tour-
nament on Saturday. 
Wrestling action over the 
Christmas break includes a 
trip to Terre Haute, Ind. , to 
face Indiana Central and a 
trip to Jacksonville, Ill. , to 
wrestle in the tough Mac-
Murray Tournament. 
Roy Gunther of Kappa Sig 
.,. 
Nancy Winkler 
was the next Athlete of the 
Week. Roy received this 
honor due to his per-
formance in the Intramural 
Swim Meet. He placed first 
in the 5O-yard breaststroke 
and 100-yard individual 
setting four new 
Jay Todd of Sig Nu was 
next to be honored. Jay was 
picked because his s~ and 
leadership at quarterback 
led Sig Nu to the playoffs and 
a Division I championship. 
Nancy Winkler 
Ray Kopsky of Sigma Pi 
received Athlete of the Week 
because of his skill on the 
soccer field. A forward for 
Sig Pi, Ray had scored seven 
~ goals and had 15 assists 
when he was elected. Since 
then, he has tallied five more 
goals and numerous assists, 
helping Sig Pi to win 
Division II soccer. 
Mike HimmeJburg of TKE 
is the last of this semester's 
Intramural Athletes. As 
goalie for Mike 




General American Life Insurance 
Company 
National Service Center 
Now's a good time to start thinking about ex~ 
actly where you're headed and why. We'd like 
to help answer the questions you have about 
the kind of training , experience, people and 
work environment that make a successful 
career. 
Come explore the future with us on Tuesday, 
December 28th between 9AM and 7PM. Find 
out about General American's progressive ap-
proach to data processing and training . Talk to 
our top Data Processing professionals and 
discover why we are an industry leader. 
For more details and directions call 843-8700 
ext. 5421 . Gener.' Am.rlcen Llf. Inaur.ne. 
Company; Nat/onal Service Center; 13045 
Tesson Ferry Road; St. Louis, Missouri 63128. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF. 
A~ 
excell 
astounded fans and foes 
alike with his diving saves 
and aerial' displays. He 
Rick Bennett 
recorded one shutout and 
helped TKE to win two of 
three games that went into 
shootouts. In the last one, 
Mike even scored the win-
ninggoal. 
Congratulations to all of 
them for a job well done! 
If you wish to nominate 
someone for Intramural 
Athlete-of-the-Week, contact 
your IMA rep. 
Miner 
Wrestling Schedule 
The following is the UMR Jan. 21-22 - Southwest 
wrestling schedule listing Missouri State Tourney at 
dates, opponents and places. Springfield. 
Dec. 10-11 Central Jan. 24 - William Jewell 
Missouri State Tourney at at Kansas City, 
Warrensburg. Jan. 25 - Northwest 
Jan. 11 - Rose Hulman Missouri State at Maryville. 
and Indiana Central at Terre Feb. 2 Southeast 
Haute, Ind. Missouri State at Cape 
Jan. 14-15 - MacMurray Girardeau. 
Tournament. Feb. 9 - Washington Univ. 
Jan. 20 Northeast and William Jewell at Rolla. 
Missouri and Central Feb. 19 - MIAA Tour-
Missouri State at Rolla. nament at Warrensburg. 
r-----------------------, 
FRE~ ~~:~POO ~ 
With A Haircut 
Offer only good with coupon . 
?ark ?lace Xir 7Jesl9ns 
Expires Jan. 31, 1983 
Open evenings till 9 p.m . Walk-Ins Welcome 
Linda Constable Jeff Cantrell 
L 606 Park Street :3'14-364-0707 -----------------------~ 
MISSOURI'S NEWEST AND ONLY SKI RESORT. 
SKI HIDDEN VALLEY 
ON YOUR CHRISTMAS BREAK 
(20 days for the cost of air fare to Denver) 
Six great trails. 8anging in length 
from 500 to 1600 feet, you 're sure 
to find a slope that's right for you. 
100% snow making capabil-
Ities. Our slopes are open all season 
long, professionally groomed and 
completely lighted for non-stop ski-
ing fun. 
Chairllft. Our triple chairtift and 
five tow ropes provide you with as 
much actual skiing time as possible. 
Saturday ami Sunday, 
9:00 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. S 16.00 
All other times 15.00 
Equipment rental 11.00 
Equipment rental and ski 
school. We've got it all! Our com-
plete daily equipment rental and ski 
school will get you on the trail your 
very first day. 
Rates, Hidden Valley is open 7 
days a week beginning in mid-
December, 1982, with 'round the 
clock skiing on weekends begin-
ning in January of 1983. 
DI SCOVER WINTER FUN ON MISSOU RI'S NI=W ')OWf\j HILL RUN . 
~. . . lie TrtaS undlSCl 
wssthen oa 
tlll<eW-C 
~~~~~. Classifieds . ' .' . ' . ' 
MIAKA's ' • • . , MERRY Chrl:tmasand a HAPP'y New Y~ar! 
Classifieds ~~~~~4If:t\_ 
A late CONGRATULATIONS! You were the key to our successful 
Pink & Green Bail & Court and again. Thank You! Richard. we are 
truly honored to have you reign as "Mr. AKI\-xi Delta", you are 
definitely "Our Truelove" ! Charles & Chris. we are alsc oIonored to 
have you reign as KEEPER OF TI;IE PEARLS i'KEE\?'pR OF THE 
IVY (respectively) and we hold each of you c lose to our hearts"roo. 
Luv. 
XI Delta Chapter 
of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
.1 . Sorority. Inc. - Skee Wee ! 
"lUe~llon, 
Was It you that did the drinking. 
When you passed out we began athinklng: 
LltUe Italians look cute in their underwear. 
Was It you. you lIltle rugger. 
We would like to wish all MIAKA's good luck on your finals! Have a 
1>.S. Special Thanks to Kappa Alpha Psi - lola Omega Chapter and 
all fellow Greeks who helped make Nov. 20th a night for Greeks to 
remember. We tuv you. too ! 
Who thought you were a good chugger. 
But when you woke up. you were almost bare . u'· ;r1il JCIU ·ill h 
'"'1r. l 91"1 uo..r 1110 i'.2 
MISSOURI MINER Thursday, Dec. 9, 1982 do" ~~~--------______________________________ ~~~~~~ __________________________________ ~______ ~urs I ' 
The MINER wishes everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 
ROLLA BLUES 
Oh Lord It's hard to remember 
The Info that's needed to pass 
Exams are always a bother 
In fact they' re a pain In the a-. 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A HOWARD W KOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II THE SEQUEL · ROBERT HAYS 
JULIE HAGERTY· LLOYD BRIDGES ' CHAO EVERETT · WILLIAM SHATNER · DIRECTOR Of PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BIROC. A S.C. 
~g~~6~~~~~ KOCH · WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY KEN fINKLf~A~..A.!~fi~\~~,~~IP.!~lYBs(ft~ 
so. _TtlUAL 11.. NOT N SUrt..-u .. ~ CHIl.DNN .... _~- • 
Opens December 10th at a theatre near you. 
I really hate learnln' this junk 
I'd much rather hear my door sl amming 
As I leave the room to get drunk . 
I real ly like watching the women 
I stare at them more than I should 
Cause the way women look In Rolla 
Our song Is near the finish 
We' re reaching the end of our tale 
The ending al ways comes early 
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olleyball finals held tonight 
By LARRY TIPrON 
semester's in-
tramural action will wind 
down tonight after 8: 30, 
when the intramural 
volleyball finals will begin. 
These games will end all the 
major action this semester. 
In the finals will be the 
winner of the GDI-PiKA 
semifinal match, against the 
winner of the Sig Pi-Sig Nu Kappa Sig battled MHA-
match. Both matches were East for the Division I title, 












•.•• ' '~'ef '0 .;11' ')~ No luiS' 
' . .... Ju (.,),1 ... 5 ' ).t 1 2lE10 
• I "'q' \"~Oo""old' b.t 
''''r.O\> ~ O"'('~ <:;. o, lable for 
PA: 1982 
McOonald', of bU. 
Cal.ndar af h.ntt 
I ~"'o ', "Ow 'Ilu ~ l ro ' e wl'lot 
t I'Io . e :'; ITIlnd ~o ld Prof 
Bo.}b Monqom e ' y o ~ he 
e'o:>E'd ' k e boa rd 
~MR ..... 'col Pion 12 
p, ,)1 1)00I1ev 'x1'O .. Ie< How 
• 'o~ 'I"\t> qeolocJJ leclure 
o(eo'l D,r \dole ~,n(' I we» 
. o,xlo. ect ':0_:.-"""'= __ -1 
OOflC XJnOO'" How ~n do 
fOU e><pE!'( I me roupllol~? 
lCvl~e M09Q1 ~ 10 be Mrs 
""m olter ,i-oe 
uMR Meo l Plan 19 
.etr y Cohen Bl'lor t-
,.'" teql rl 'ne e . om ,nol ,o"'!> 
26 
0;,., l' 0'0 I OU make 
~.. l',, _ {,I.· I ' j. '" 
'~o=., .. o,d I '" w wo,n' 
'J' {'''o ... q' 
Drury Rolla, MO 
University of Mo.-St. Louis Rolla, MO 
Southwest Missouri State Springfield, MO 
Drury Springfield, MO 
Eastern Illinois Charleston, IL 
SMS Invitational Springfield, MO 
St. Louis University Rolla, MO 
Trans AM Championships Monroe, LA 
UMR National Qualifier _ Rolla, MO 
NCAA II Championships Long Beach, CA 
NCAA I Championships Indianapolis, IN 
DECEMBER 
UMI! ~ "o .. n !O •. " 1"9''' •• '' 
t<" '-Io", .. da'"!>u'''''(\n ,hepO,,.eo .. 
It- 8" • • ~ 't-ol' 1""'"'' 0 " 01,, Q"U 'ou,," 
/~ .... 0 \~ "''' .. " . I e<I'" p'." . O"d touq" 
M 
MeOo"olcf', "II A"n".1 
UM. r .. , ·o·W., TOv' ......... 1 
DEBBIE SQUIRES , hoop· win a bog 01 lrie" 
hoop'·win a burger . Se,..ior 
C\tit.n , I hoop· wIn 0 
brecklOSl , 6 p ,m . to 9 p .m . 
Stone S'qn 
Saq,nonus CREW ."tTHOA VS 
Degnr\O Bvers 
. SUlonne Morcel 




Th.r.·, more m th. m,ddle 
01 on Egg McMutfm" than 
on egg in Ih. middl. of a 
mutti" .'· 
SOv .1 In 2 se( ond~ "", n 0 bog 
o t hll,-s 
6 pmt0 9 pm 
SLOGAN NIGHT 13 
Choosey chee,. choo'e" 
always soy Ch"i. pleas • 
when they chao,. Ih. 
eh •••• In Ih • 
che.i.burgers 01 
McDonald·, 
Soy II lro 2 'econd,·w ,n a 
bog a t h , e~ 
bpm 10 9 p m 
SLOGAN NIGH T 
Two a ll b •• t po",e~ 
special lOuce le" uc e 
che.,e. p lc lo. le. , on ,o" , 0 " 
a $.'ome , eed bun 
Soy It ," 2 seco"ds· w on a 
bog 01 h'e' 
b p m 10 9 P m 
CHANT NIGHT 27 
Big Mac ' . F,lel 0 F,sh ' 
Ouo rter Po urode "" French 
Fro.,' Icy Coke' Th ic k 
!:Ihoke' !:Iundoe ond Apple 
P,. 
7 Mike Pele.!>OI'l 
10 Dovod Tros l 
Copflc:orn 
13 . Renee Remv 
27 She .. lynVer'lO 
2'1 Ro~l jnd M iller 
Cord ~~i~~~~~G~~g 01 1 
Fri., 
Cod, Trick ·Win 08urger 
Moke yourself disoppear · 
Win a 8reoklO'1 b 10 9 p.m . 
O ne o f Our ne'ghbors w,1I 
be on luck He or she w,1I 
w'n a "ave by Buck ., 
NIG H! 1 .. 
Gel 0 chucL.le won 0 
boq 01 I"es 
Moh e v~ louqh win 0 
breoldo~1 
6p mloQ pm 
ChIc ken McNu9ge lS . 
Th(ll ~ tl'le Good Llle Come 
Wa ll whostle, w ln 0 bog 01 
t fl e' 
Wh,,,le Di. ie ,wl" a burge r 
b p m , 10 9 p m 
CO" you bell",ve the 
McDoroold, ' lory? 
Eve,y product a champIon s 
coteqory 
LAUGH NIGHT 
Lo ugh lo r 30 ,eco"d ~ · w '" a 
bog o f I".~ Loug h lor a 
m,nule , w ln a bu , ger 
6 p m to 9 p m 
Well l olk~ yOIl 0," I seen 
no ' h"lq Ve ' 
flew M( N uqqel~ ch .cken 
jO"i.f~ beSl bel 
II you like Ch.cken , 
McNuggel5 you ' ll love . 
Treot you, boy Iflend , he' ll 
coo like a dove ." 
HULA HOOP NIGHT 8 
, hoop·win 0 bog of tr ies , :1 
hoops.w;n a burger. S."ior 
Citizen , , hoop· win a 
breakfas t. 6 p .m 10 9 p .m . 
·· Th" month IS Ihe Holiday 
Season . 
Dine 01 McDonald's· 
Cia C!C!iiof i .... ri 
8UBBLEGUM NIGHl 
, .. bubble, win 0 bog 01 
lries . 3 '" bubble,wl" 0 
burger , S·' bubble·win a 
hrealo.l(lsl b p .m , 10 9 p .m . 
'If you feel comfortable 
k"o", i"g whol you eat. 
Amer ican grown beel at 
McDonald's , CO"' t be blltOt .' 
Wolf howl · win 0 bog of 
lrie. , TOrlOn y.H·win a 
burger . Coyot. howl · win a 
breakfOlt. b p ,m . 10 9 p.m . 
'"We hove McDonald's 
Ploles and Do ll s, too 
Fo r Xmas gilts , Ihe k,ds 
w ill love you.' 
BUBBlEGUM NIGHT 16 
, .. bubble· won a bog 01 
lr ,es 3'" oobbl.·",iro a 
WANTED : An apartment or small house, preferably furnished , 10 
SUblet during the break between semesters (apprOximately Dec. 1510 
AmreR . 





In Division II, the victor of 
the CSA-Tech Engine match 
will meet the FELA-Viet 
match winner. The losers of 
all these matches will play 
for third place in their 
respective divisions at 7: 30 
tonight. 
Soccer action was con-
cluded Tuesday night, wben 
Delta Sig for Division II's 
crown. 
Kappa Sig emerged vic-
torious in their game, top-
ping MHA-East by a score of 
2-1. Sigma Pi defeated Delta 
Sig 3-2 to claim a victory. 
The only remaining events 
going on are the table tennis 
and billiards tournaments. 
1:00PM 






By NANCY REITER 
As the semester winds 
down, so does the fall in-
tramurals schedule. 
Volleyball will finish up 
tonight (Thursday) with the 
championship game. Singles 
billiard produced Becky 
Kovarik of Stardusters in the 
No. 1 spot. TJHA's Carol 
Morse has second and KD 
took third. 
Table tennis will also be 
over by the end of the week. 
As things stand now, in the 
singles bracket, Nancy 
Wussler of TJHA has won 
the winner's bracket. She 
walts for Patty Sommers of 
See 1M 
In oppr.ciotion , McDonold·s Rollo , A 
Stove will be given AWAY to a". of 
lucky customers . Mus' be 18 '1'.0 .. -
purcho,. nec.nory . 
UMI INTRAMURALS • MEN 
Registration closes Dec . 22 , Wi"ners posted 
Dec. 23 . Prite' Awarded Dec . 24 
S(I opponents if you're ~ 
slow , ,(lu·re sunk ,. .. 
:~~·d~~~d.". , ... ,. ~'un ,0 " 
L .. ,.hom ~'1 ',L ' M,Doo,"', '0 .,,,, . e±l:! ' ., 
. Solu'Ooy' 01 S30 " . 
AM. . ... ,"'OoU9 • 
Cl\od.~ SpotO. <g,o.ooo, c_ 
~,~~.fol.odiO ,;"'::'..:.:.. 
peepIng torn,. 
Dr J,m Meye rs ·Whot d id 
you do to OV O id them ? ' 
Lynn: '·1 keep the shode'5 
oo-n, bar the WI/do"", & un· 
dres.s beh .. -.d (I SCfeefl 
Dr Myers Whot aboul the 
boys peefling ," the Io..eyhole!;? 
" 
beha Vior 
One nlghl he come home 
and lovnd her ~I t hng on Ihe 
lop 0 1 leo Zlebe n Ten, 
roared Ivana . com parly or 
not ~uppc r s galla be 
roody on time .. 
HAPPY NEW YEAR SEVE 
31 
New Year ~ 0 lome 
to remember 
the 10y~ (I"d sorrow~ 01 
January to Decomber , 
~o lonlghl during your 
cclebrol'o" . G,ve thonlo. , 
Athle te o f the Week 
Roy t(opskl Sigmo Pi 
FRAN K. YO U GO'ITA STOP ! 




Jan. 10). Contact Paul at 364-9792 or 364-9769. •. ,,~" To all 4th floor guys (past and present ): ,?n G .. " T.o Roger & Bill. We the survIvors of Pearl Harbor ll, ""flO(' 6' IG",I" 91" <.1 
Dave. Seen any Ho's lately? Would like to tell ya all a Big "Thank you", ., /I, "1:';" ",',. ,ff! b 
:J d B FOR SALE: OMNI 105 portable kerosene heater. Excellent condl- The Air RaIds were m-eat. thank God no one bled. We wouldn't hurt your car. coat. shirt. boots or even your og. ut ". that stili leaves a lot for our Imagination to play with. tion used only one winter. If Interested. contact Dave or Pete at 364- But does anyone know what happened to that bed? ~~~ ............ ~ ___________________________________ 20_9_'_er_s __ ~ __ n_. __________________ -._______________________________________________ Love. The Bombed Ones of 2nd Floor 
Poge 16 
Female 
In t ramural 
Athlet es 
Through the semester, 
four women and four teams 
were selected as outstanding 
intramural athletes and 
teams of the week by the 
women's intramural 
managers association. On 
Oct. 6, Gail Cooper of TJ and 
the ZTA team won the title ; 
Debbie Lauber of KD and the 
RHA team took the honors 
on Oct. 20. The Nov. 17 
selection presented Donna 
Ruether of Stardusters and, 
once again, ZTA took team-
of-the-week. Dec. 1 the 
awards went to Becky 
Kovarik of Stardusters and 
to White Stars. 
1M 
from page 15 
A WS and Cindy Lees of 
White Stars to play for a spot 
in the championship game. 
I n doubles Chi Omega has 
secured the No. 3 spot. RHA 
















White Stars 0 
NOTE : Men's totals 
unavailable at this time. 
TH E 
IN DEPEN DENT 
BODY SHOP 
Coll ision Repair 
Painting 
Auto Glass 
We fe ature the 
CHIEF.~ __ _ 
~'Z-LINER 






Hwy. 63 N. Rolla, MO 
--.. ........--
MISSOURI MINER Thursdo_y, Dec. 9,198: 
AOy.nruD nlM POl IC Y·l och \I' ,n.,. octv lO"1 ''" ,1_, C .. ,...".0 10 ~ r todlly o~ OIIo01. lor 141, on toeh .... 09 .. IIorl ""P' 0\ I{le( , ' ltolly noted III ,", ad •• dID ' ..... I)U'I o. l1l'i ad>r~ ' ~.cI IT ..., 
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L\GHl OR REGULAR 
• Budweiser 
Beer 









FOr the Best of Everything 








5-LB. BAG $219 




mftJERS • • • '~:: 4 
The Best 
DftheFresh 









1)~uve't Ute K'Ulge't 
~~~~:ST 1 0 $1 00 
NAVEL ORANGES • For 
88 SI ZE 6 fOR 11.00 . 56 SIZE 3 fOR 11.00 
48 SIZE 5 
TEXAS RUBY RED 
GRAPEFRUIT •••••• 
MEDIUM SIZE 1 0 
ZIPPER SKIN 
TANGERINES •••• 
